
 Hey Kidoos  

Let's start our journey of learning by following eight interesting 

themes . So our first theme is  ' Kidoo goes to  to school ' 

In this theme we will learn about the names of the things we see in 

school and in our classroom.  

Next  we will learn the colour of this theme that is 'RED' 

We will learn the names of  red objects like tomatoes , letter box 

,rose, tomato etc . I 'm sure your mom will show you these things 

and draw the pictures for you . You will have to colour them and 

remember their names. 

Next to be learnt is the  concept of BIG & SMALL 

Mom will show you a big glass &  a small glass ,a big tree &a small . 

Then you will have to colour their pictures and remember  

BIG & SMALL. VOCABULARY words related to the theme and 

conversation are : 

Concept of BIG & SMALL. 

is the other things which the tiny ones are supposed to know . 

Therefore kindly show him big objects and then small objects . 

He / She could be asked to draw various objects. Eg. 

Big ball  Small ball,Big house Small house etc 

 As we introduce a colour along with every theme  Red is the colour 

in the theme ' Kidoo goes to School '. 

Therefore you are required to show your child all the objects that are 

'Red 'and make him colour the pictures    of these objects in 'Red '. 

Introduce the letter A and B and number 1 and 2 by showing these 

videos 

https://youtu.be/hq3yfQnllfQ   https://youtu.be/fHqjNHxmB7c 

https://youtu.be/hq3yfQnllfQ


Parents pl use these vocabulary words with your child 

Sing those rhymes which we have shared with u and ask your ward 

to listen to story narrated by deepa maam. Parents pl help your child 

to do this .looking forward to seeing you soon.😀😀                 

Today's Activity is DOUGH  PLAY 

For this Mommy has to 

* knead hard dough .. 

* make small balls . 

Now it will be your turn to  

*roll these balls  

*pinch  

*mould  

to make a ball , a flower , a jalebi or a simple snake 





 


